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Risk Management: Initial Contact to Accepted Offer  

Instructor Outline 
 

Introduction  

(Instructor Note: Use a pre-test at the beginning of the course to assess what students 
already know and to initiate their thoughts associated with course content.) 

(Instructor Note: The Introduction and pre-test should take approximately 10 minutes) 

This course will identify proper risk management by associating Alabama License Law with the 
steps in a typical real estate transaction beginning with the initial meeting of consumers who 
are interested in buying or selling real estate and ending with the accepted offer. Licensees 
have many responsibilities identified in License Law. Possible violations include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

• Engaging in misrepresentation or fraudulent acts when selling, buying, trading, or renting 
real property. [§34-27-36(a)(2)]  
 Disclosing Special Relationships article in the Winter 2010 Update newsletter 

• Failing to disclose (to the owner) the licensee’s intention to acquire an interest in the 
property. [§34-27-36(a)(18)] 

• Prior timely written disclosure of interest to all parties when acting on behalf of an 
immediate family member or any other individual, organization, or business entity in which 
they have a personal interest. [§34-27-84(a)(6)] 
(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 1 can be used here) 

 
I. Meeting with the consumer  

 
Intended Learning Outcomes 
After completion of this section, the student will be able to: 
• Summarize the RECAD requirements identified in Alabama License Law 
• Describe the necessary actions when working with a buyer 
• Explain the illegal actions involved in taking a listing with a seller  
• Practice proper advertising requirements when selling property 
• Recall the obligations to all parties in a real estate transaction 

 
(Instructor Note: The topics of Agency and Buyers can be covered in approximately 20 
minutes without going into a detailed discussion of RECAD) 
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A. Agency  
1. Written disclosure for both buyers and sellers: what is presented, who it is 

presented to, and when it is presented [§34-27-82] 
2. Real Estate Brokerage Services Disclosure form [Rule 790-X-3-.13] and 

obligations to all parties [§34-27-84] 
3. Fiduciary responsibilities (example: OLDCAR) [§34-27-85] 
4. Written agency agreement for the buyer or the seller  
5. Confidentiality 
6. Acting for more than one party without written consent of all parties [§34-27-

36(a)(7)]  
7. Limited consensual dual agency 
8. Consult with qualifying broker regarding company policy on agency 

(Instructor Note: Optional formal complaint Example #1 and/or Suggested 
Exercise 2 can be used here)  

B. Buyers  
(Instructor Note: Consider creating a fictional buyer to make this authentic and real) 

1. Acting honestly, without negligence or incompetently and following License 
Law [§34-27-36(a)(26)(27)] 

a. Examples include selling property in Mobile even if you are in 
Huntsville; or selling commercial property when you only have 
experience in residential property; or claiming to be licensed with 
another company 
(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 3 can be used here) 

b. Stay in communication with the buyer and everyone involved in the 
transaction 

(Instructor Note: Optional formal complaint Example #2)  
2. Furnishing a copy of all documents to each party [§34-27-36(a)(10)] 

a. Contracts, listings, leases, RECAD, estimate of closing costs, etc. 
b. What is reasonable promptness? There is no specific time period 

associated with this. According to the Commission’s Legal Division, this 
means doing something without delay. 

c. Methods of providing documents 
• Electronic 
• Paper 

C. Sellers – Taking a listing  
(Instructor Note: The topic of Sellers can be covered in approximately 20 minutes) 
(Instructor Note: Consider creating a fictional seller to make this authentic and 
real) 

1. Acting honestly [§34-27-36(a)(26)(27)] 
a. Material misrepresentation [§34-27-36(a)(3)] 
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b. Required disclosures 
• Health & safety 
• Direct inquiry 
• Lead-based paint (Federal requirement) 

2. Furnishing a copy of documents to each party [§34-27-36(a)(10)] 
(Instructor Note: The information previously covered under Buyers is 
applicable here) 

3. Advertising [§34-27-36(a)(6) & (15)] 
a. What is considered an advertisement?   

• Advertising is everything you cause to be published for real estate 
purposes. This includes business cards, billboards, online posts, 
postcards, etc.  

(Instructor Note: The Briefly Legal article in the Appendix addresses 
acceptable advertising) 

b. Types of advertising for individual licensees and teams 
• Print  
• Billboards/signs  
• Social media  
• Videos 
• Flyers  
• Business cards 

c. Using good, true pictures of the property when advertising a listing 
(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 4 can be used here) 

d. Placing a sign on property [§34-37-36(a)(9)] 
• A licensee must have the owner’s permission for a sign to be placed 

on property  
• Always check with the qualifying broker regarding company policy 
• Improperly placing any sign on property  
(Instructor Note: Optional formal complaint Example #3)  

4. Taking a net listing [§34-27-36(a)(20)] 
a. A net listing stipulates a net price to be received by the owner with any 

excess being received by the qualifying broker as commission 
(Instructor Note: Example of a formal complaint for a net listing is 
Case 4 under Complaints and Counts in the Instructor Tools section of 
Instructor Resources) 

5. Fixed date on a listing [§34-27-36(a)(25) and Rule 790-X-3-.05] 
a. Written listing agreements must have a fixed date of expiration 
b. Automatic extensions shall not be used in listing contracts 

6. Minimum Services [§34-27-84(c)] 
a. Be careful with possible anti-trust violations 
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b. Accept delivery of all offers 
c. Present all offers, counteroffers, and addenda to the consumer 
d. Assist the consumer in negotiating offers and counteroffers 
e. Answer all consumer questions relating to the transaction 
f. A Review of Minimum Services Requirements article in the Winter 2016 

Update newsletter 
 

II. Presenting property to the consumer  
 
Intended Learning Outcomes 
After completion of this section, the student will be able to: 
• Summarize misrepresentation and Caveat Emptor 
• Recall the exceptions to Caveat Emptor 
• Explain property that is sold “as is” 
• Give examples of the actions allowed for unlicensed people in the presentation of 

properties 
 
(Instructor Note: This section can be covered in approximately 15 minutes) 
 

A. Misrepresentation [§34-27-36(a)(3)(4)(5)] 
1. Buyer Beware – Caveat Emptor 

a. The burden is on the buyer to be satisfied with all things regarding the 
property and the desirability to purchase it. 
(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 5 can be used here) 

b. Exceptions  
• New construction 
• Health & safety  
• Direct inquiry 
• Buyer agency may impact Caveat Emptor. Understand additional 

responsibilities as the agent of a buyer. 
2. “AS IS” property  

a. As Is: Little Words, Big Impact article in the Spring 2008 Update 
newsletter 

B. Who can present property? [§34-27-36(a)(17)] 
1. What can unlicensed people do?  

(Instructor Note: “Unlicensed Assistants” article in the Appendix) 
2. Open houses 
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III. Filling out the offer to purchase form (35 minutes) 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes 
After completion of this section, the student will be able to: 
• Identify the agency disclosure clause in an offer to purchase 
• Explain the proper handling of trust funds 
• Practice proper document recordkeeping for successful and failed transactions 
• Describe an estimate of closing costs when an offer is presented 
• Explain immediate family transactions 

(Instructor Note: This section can be covered in approximately 35 minutes) 
 

A. Broker responsibility [§34-27-34 (a)(1), (2), (3) and Rule 790-X-3-.15] 
(Instructor Note: Review new rule found in the Appendix with students) 

B. Agency  
1. Agency Disclosure Clause [§34-27-8(c)] 
2. Required to be in each offer to purchase 

C. Trust Fund [§34-27-36(a)(8)(a)(b)(c) and Rule 790-X-3-.03(2)] 
1. When you get money, make sure it is turned over immediately upon receipt  
2. What does the contract say? 
3. Disposition in the event of a dispute 
4. Licensee must inform his/her qualifying broker when an offer is accepted  

(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 6 can be used here) 
D. Documents [§34-27-36(a)(10)(31)] 

1. All contracts, leases, listings, and other records must be kept on file for a 
period of three years 

• Other records can include an estimate of closing costs, RECAD, agency 
agreements and others 

(Instructor Note: This can be an exercise asking students to identify all 
records that must be kept on file) 

2. AREC video on “Failed Transaction Files, Who Needs Them? You Do!” 
E. Lender [§34-27-36(a)(21)] 

1. In addition to License Law, licensees must follow RESPA, which is a federal 
law 

F. Estimate of Closing Costs [§34-27-36(a)(22)] 
(Instructor Note: Discussion regarding license law not requiring an estimate of 
closing costs at the time of listing, but a company may require it)  

1. Required when an offer is presented to a buyer or seller 
2. Rule 790-X-3-.04 

a. This is limited to family residential real estate and does not apply to 
commercial real estate, but a company may have a policy that requires 
it on all properties 
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b. Must be prepared at time of writing and/or presenting offers and 
counteroffers  

c. A lender’s loan estimate is not a substitute 
G. Licensee/immediate family member acquiring an interest in property [34-27-

84(a)(6)] 
1. Licensee ownership interest in real estate without compensation, and the 

transaction is not under his/her broker or company [Rule 790-X-1-.03(2)(3)] 
(Instructor Note: Use AREC video on “Disclosure of Relationships; Family Defined”, 
if desired) 
(Instructor Note: Sample Personal Interest Disclosure Form in the Appendix) 

 
 

(Instructor Note: The last three sections can be covered in approximately 50 minutes) 
 

IV. Presenting the offer to the seller 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes 
After completion of this section, the student will be able to: 
• Recall the requirement to present all written offers 
• Describe an estimate of closing costs when offers and counteroffers are presented 
 

A. Obligation to present offers  
(Instructor Note: Discuss acting for more than one party [§34-27-36(a)(7)]) 

1. §34-27-84(a)(5) 
2. Discuss multiple offers and when to have this conversation with the buyer 

and the seller 
(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 7 can be used here) 

3. Present all written offers and let the seller make the decision on how to 
proceed 

B. Estimate of Closing Costs  
(Instructor Note: Basically, a reminder of information in the previous section) 

1. §34-27-36(a)(22)  
2. Rule 790-X-3-.04 

C. Communication of accepted offer 
1. What does the contract say? 
2. Use multiple forms of communication such as email documents, texts, and 

phone calls 
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V. Accepted offer 
 

Intended Learning Outcomes 
After completion of this section, the student will be able to: 
• Summarize broker responsibilities 
• Explain the proper use of trust funds 
• Recognize the violation of breaking a contract 
• Recognize the requirements associated with keeping records 
 

A. Broker responsibility  
1. §34-27-34 (a)(1), (2), (3) and Rule 790-X-3-.15 

B. Trust funds  
1. §34-27-36(a)(8)  
2. Rule 790-X-3-.03(1)(3)(4)(5)(6) 
3. Commingling and conversion 

C. Inducing a party to break a contract  
1. §34-27-36(a)(13) 

(Instructor Note: Suggested Exercise 8 can be used here) 
D. Record retention  

1. §34-27-36(a)(31) 
2. Both executed and failed transaction records must be retained 

E. Honesty and competence  
1. §34-27-36(a)(26)(27) 
2. Reminder of Section 1 (Responsibilities) 

 
VI. Conclusion  

 
A. A qualifying broker has many responsibilities regarding the real estate company and 

all individuals either employed or licensed with the company.  
B. Please refer to your qualifying broker if you have additional questions 

(Instructor Note: Subpoints here are optional depending on time remaining in the last 
hour of the course) 

C. Responsibilities include the following as identified in §34-27-34 (a)(1), (2), and (3): 
1. Actual full-time supervision of the real estate activities of the associate brokers 

and salespersons licensed with the company 
a. A qualifying broker must be aware of all real estate activities of 

company licensees. 
b. Review RECAD company policy with licensees annually and have them 

acknowledge it  
2. See that all company licensees and their transactions comply with License Law 
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a. Document review required by License Law 
b. Document review required by company policy (i.e. seller disclosure, 

walk-thru, etc.)  
(Instructor Note: Examples of required paperwork for they buyer side 
and the listing side are available in the Appendix) 

c. Document retention  
3. Be responsible to an injured party for the damage caused by any violation of 

License Law by an associate broker or salesperson licensed with his/her 
company 
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Appendix 
 

• Sample Pretest 
 

• Suggested Exercises 
 

• Formal Complaint Examples 
 

• Briefly Legal article on company advertising 
 

• Unlicensed Assistants 
 

• Rule 790-X-3-.15 
 

• Personal Interest Disclosure Form 
 

• Rule 790-X-1-.03 
 

• Required Paperwork for the Buyer side and the Listing side 
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Risk Management – License Law Pre-test 

The following items can be used for a pre-test. If desired, existing items can be replaced or 
other items can be written and added. 

 

1. A broker may provide brokerage services as a limited consensual dual agent with verbal 
consent of all clients of the broker in the transaction.  [§34-27-85 (c)] 
 

True _____   False _____ 
 

2. A “net listing” is one that stipulates a net price to be received by the owner with the 
excess due to be received by the broker as his or her commission bonus.  [§34-27-36 
(a)(20)] 
 

True _____   False _____ 
          

3. Disbursement of funds held in trust:  If for any reason the transaction is not 
consummated, the qualifying broker shall disburse the trust funds to the purchaser 
within 5 days of a written request from the purchaser.  [Rule 790-X-3-.03 (5)]   
 

True _____   False _____ 
         

4. A licensee may receive disciplinary action from the Alabama Real Estate Commission for 
failing to voluntarily furnish a copy of each listing, contract, lease and other document 
to each party executing the document with reasonable promptness.  [§34-27-36 (a)(10)] 
 

True _____   False _____  
       

5.  The licensee who procures a written offer from a buyer in a single-family residential 
transaction shall prepare and furnish to the buyer a complete estimated closing 
statement at the time the offer is written.  [Rule 790-X-3-.04 (1)]  
 

True _____   False _____ 
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Suggested Exercises 

 

1. INTRODUCTION:  Disclosing Special Relationships 

Your personal house is listed with your real estate company and you receive an offer from a 
buyer who is working with another real estate company.   You would like to accept the 
offer, so you accept it in writing and share this with the licensee who working with the 
buyer.  There was nothing in the purchase agreement about you being the owner of the 
property and having a real estate license.  Did you violate License Law? 

 

2. AGENCY 

Divide students into two groups. Group 1 will be those who prefer to work with buyers in 
agency and Group 2 will be those who prefer to work with buyers as transaction brokers.  
Have the groups discuss and answer the following:  

• What are the pros and cons to the buyers in being in agency and in being in a 
transaction broker position? 

• What are the pros and cons to the licensee in being in agency and in being in a 
transaction broker position? 

 

3. WORKING WITH BUYERS 

Your best friends are buying a house in a city in Alabama where you do not usually work.  
They really want you to help them.  Is there anything in License Law that provides direction 
on how to handle this situation? 

 

4. ADVERTISING 

Create several examples of social media advertising that are in compliance with License Law 
and some that are not in compliance.  Have the students identify the ones that are in 
compliance.  

Create an example of an advertisement where a logo which does not contain the company’s 
name is used.  Ask students if this complies with License Law.   
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5. MISREPRESENTATION/ BUYER BEWARE 

Case study:  Licensee John is showing a condominium to a buyer.  As they stand in the 
condo and look out, they can see the beautiful water that is located just across the street 
from the condominium building.  John states that this is one of the best views in the area.  
The buyers purchase the condominium and two years later a new building in constructed on 
the property across the street blocking the view of the water.  The buyer immediately calls 
his attorney to sue John and his qualifying broker.  Discuss and determine if the buyer has a 
case.   

 

6. FILLING OUT THE OFFER TO PURCHASE FORM 

Case Study:  The buyers currently reside in another state and are completing the offer 
online with the licensee who is working with them.  The offer states that the earnest money 
will be delivered to the selling broker within 3 days from acceptance of the offer.  The seller 
accepts the offer and the buyer mails the earnest money the next day.  Four days later the 
listing agent calls to confirm that the earnest money has been received.  The selling agent 
states that it has not arrived but that the buyer did mail it the day after the offer was 
accepted.  The listing agent has received a backup offer that is better for the seller than the 
first offer.  The seller states that since the earnest money was not delivered as stated in the 
contract, they can void the first offer and accept the backup as primary.  Discuss if the seller 
is correct and how this situation could be avoided.   

 

7. MULTIPLE OFFERS 

Ask students to discuss how they handle multiple offers.  Be sure that the discussion 
includes that all written offers must be presented and that the final decision is up to the 
seller as to how to handle the offers.   

 

8. INDUCING A PARTY TO BREAK A CONTRACT 

Your seller has accepted an offer.  Before it can close, you write another offer with a buyer 
as a backup offer that the seller accepts.  It is a better offer and the seller is an important 
client of yours.  You also will receive a higher commission if the seller closes on your offer.  
You call the seller to discuss the options they have.  Discuss areas to be careful to handle 
correctly to comply with License Law and to not step into giving legal advice. 
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Formal Complaint Example #1 
 

ALLEGATIONS OF FACT 
  
On May 10, a Commission auditor conducted a random office audit at the Respondent’s office, 
which concluded on May 14. The Commission’s auditor discovered no problems with 
Respondent’s trust account or rental account. However, there were issues with the Respondent 
obtaining the RECAD and the Estimated Closing Statements for each sales transaction.   
 
Commission Rule 790-X-3-.13(1) requires the Alabama Real Estate Commission to write a Real 
Estate Brokerage Services Disclosure form (RECAD), which describes the alternative types of 
brokerage services available to consumers in Alabama transactions. The use of this form is 
mandatory as required by RECAD and this rule. Respondent had a total of 136 pending sales, 
which would have required 147 RECAD forms because both buyer and seller were represented in 
11 of the sales. The auditor discovered that 116 RECAD forms were in the file, and 31 RECAD 
forms were missing. 
 
Commission Rule 790-X-3-.04(1) and (2) requires the Respondent to prepare and furnish a 
completed Estimated Closing Statement at the time an offer is signed by the purchaser or an 
offer is presented to the seller. The Respondent had a total of 136 pending sales, which would 
have been a total of 147 Estimated Closing Statements in the files, because both buyer and seller 
were represented in 11 of the sales. The auditor discovered that 100 Estimated Closing 
Statements were in the files and 47 Estimated Closing Statements were missing. 
 
Commission Rule 790-X-3-.14(1), (2), and (3) requires that the qualifying broker of the company 
adopt and maintain an agency disclosure policy (RECAD) and that the qualifying broker explain 
the policy to all licensees in the company at least once per year and that each licensee sign a form 
acknowledging they have received a copy and a satisfactory explanation of the policy. The auditor 
discovered that the Respondent has 79 licensees assigned to his company and there were only 
15 signed office policy statements on file for the year of 2018 and 64 statements were missing. 

 
COUNT #1 

  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(31) and Commission Rule 
7900-X-3-.13 through Section 34-27-36(a)(19) in that he failed to see that the Real Estate 
Brokerage Services Disclosure form were in 31 sales transaction files as outlined in the above 
Allegations of Fact. 
  

COUNT #2 
  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(31) and Commission Rule 
790-X-3-.04 through Section 34-27-36(a)(19) in that he failed to see that completed estimated 
closing statements were in the appropriate sales files as outlined in the above Allegations of Fact. 
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COUNT #3 
  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(19) by failing to comply with 
Commission Rule 790-X-3-.14(1), (2), and (3) in that the current 2018 RECAD office policy 
statement was only signed by 15 of the 79 licensees at ABC Real Estate Company as outlined in 
the above Allegations of Fact. 
  
Commissioners Decision: Guilty on Counts 1, 2, and 3 and fined $1,500 for each count. Another 
audit was scheduled after 90 days. 
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Formal Complaint Example #2 
 

ALLEGATIONS OF FACT 
  
In a letter dated August 7, the Respondent’s former Qualifying Broker reported that Respondent 
had represented herself as working for another company on or about July 13 by drafting a 
contract to purchase real property and showing the selling company as ABC Realty when in fact 
Respondent was licensed with XYZ Real Estate. The Respondent’s former Qualifying Broker was 
furnished the copy of the contract by an attorney’s office who was to close the transaction. 
 
On the date the contract was signed, July 13, Respondent was still actively licensed under the 
Qualifying Broker at XYZ Real Estate. The contract was filled out by the Respondent. The selling 
company was stated as ABC Realty and the purchaser’s signature was witnessed by the 
Respondent. Her license was not transferred to ABC Realty until August 1. The buyer wrote a 
$500 earnest money check but did not fill in the “pay to the order of” portion of the check dated 
July 16. This check was not turned over to either XYZ Real Estate’s Qualifying Broker to the ABC 
Realty’s Qualifying Broker, but Respondent took a copy to the attorney’s office that was going to 
do the closing. The transaction was not consummated because of financing problems.  

 
COUNT #1 

  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(19) by failing to comply with  
Commission Rule 790-X-3-.03(2) in her failure to pay over to her Qualifying Broker all funds 
coming into her possession in trust for other parties immediately upon receipt of same. 
  

COUNT #2 
  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(26) exhibiting conduct 
which constitutes or demonstrates dishonest dealings, bad faith, or untrustworthiness by 
misrepresenting the selling company on the face of the contract as ABC Realty when she was not 
licensed with that company as outlined in the above Allegations of Fact. 
 
  
Commissioners Decision: Guilty on Counts 1 and 2 and fined $2,500 for each count. The 
Respondent’s license was also revoked. 
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Formal Complaint Example #3 
 

ALLEGATIONS OF FACT 
  
The Commission received an inquiry about signs posted by the Respondent in several areas of 
the city that merely indicated “Sold” and some did not have the full name of the company with 
which he is licensed.  These signs merely showed “XYZ Real Estate” when he was licensed with 
“XYZ Real Estate – Priority”.  Signs were placed along the right of way on an Interstate Highway, 
on a vacant lot, and pointing to a neighborhood with no specifics on what property was sold.   

 
COUNT #1 

  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(15) by advertising himself 
as a real estate agent without the name or the trade name of the qualifying broker or company 
under who he is licensed appearing prominently on the advertising as outlined in the Allegations 
of Fact above. 
  

COUNT #2 
  
Respondent violated the Code of Alabama 1975, Section 34-27-36(a)(6) by publishing or causing 
to be published any advertisement which deceives or is likely to deceive the public that the 
properties with the directional “sold” signs were sold by Respondent as outlined in the 
Allegations of Fact above. 
   
  
Commissioners Decision: Guilty on Counts 1 and 2 and fined $2,500 for each count.  
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Briefly Legal 

Question: Can the Commission please clarify the company advertising laws? 

Answer: Yes. Here is what License Law says about advertising. It is a violation of law to: 

Section 34-27-36(6) - Publish or cause to be published any advertisement which deceives or 
which is likely to deceive the public, or which in any manner tends to create a misleading 
impression or which fails to identify the person causing the advertisement to be placed as a 
licensed broker or salesperson. 
 
Section 34-27-36(15) - If a qualifying broker or company, to allow a salesperson or associate 
broker licensed under him or her to advertise himself or herself as a real estate agent without 
the name or trade name of the qualifying broker or company appearing prominently on the 
advertising; or if the licensee is a salesperson or associate broker, advertising himself or herself 
as a real estate agent without the name or trade name of the qualifying broker or company 
under whom the salesperson or associate broker is licensed appearing prominently on the 
advertising. 
 
Paragraph 6 is clear that advertising cannot deceive the public, cannot be misleading and must 
identify the licensee causing the advertisement to be placed. 
 
Paragraph 15 says that a salesperson or associate broker must include the name or trade name 
of the qualifying broker or company under whom they are licensed, and that the name or trade 
name must appear prominently. So, what does that mean? It means that the licensee can use 
the qualifying broker’s name, the legal company name or the trade name of the company.  
 
For branch offices, use either the company name with the branch identifier such as ABC Realty 
East Branch or the company name without the “East Branch” identifier. A salesperson at a 
branch can put either ABC Realty on the sign or ABC Realty East Branch. The qualifying broker 
of the company for ABC Realty is as responsible for the actions of this salesperson as is the 
qualifying broker at ABC Realty East Branch.  The main office can always refer a customer to the 
East Branch if necessary.  
 
What about franchise names?  If you just put ReMax, Coldwell Banker, Century 21, etc. on your 
advertising but your company license name is ReMax ABC Realty, Coldwell Banker ABC Realty or 
Century 21 ABC Realty, then obviously using just the franchise name does not help a consumer 
know which company is being identified.  In this case, use the ABC Realty with your franchise 
name. Suppose your company is licensed in reverse as ABC Realty DBA Century 21.  Can you just 
use Century 21 in this case? Under the law, yes. Common sense would tell me that I would include 
the ABC Realty part to distinguish my company from other Century 21 companies 
 
Finally, don’t forget the prominent part. Don’t make the company name, trade name or QB’s 
name so small it can hardly be seen. Use your judgment and if you are unsure, send a picture to 
the Commission and we will evaluate it for you. Usually, if you need to ask, then it likely is not 
prominent. Right?   
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Unlicensed Assistants 

Unlicensed employees and assistants are a valuable part of most real estate companies. Every 
qualifying broker is responsible for the actions of unlicensed personnel. A broker is free to set 
his or her own office policy with regard to what unlicensed persons may do, consistent with the 
constraints of the law. Exactly what these people may do without being licensed is the subject 
of many questions. The short answer is they may only perform these duties normally attributed 
to their positions and may not do anything for which a license is required, as spelled out in 
Section 34-27-30 Code of Alabama 1975. Also see Alabama Real Estate Commission Rule 790-X-
1-.04. 

Since the short answer is not practice oriented, the following is a partial list of some common 
activities which may be performed without a license: 

• Answer the telephone, forward calls, take messages, and make appointments for 
licensees. 

• Send listing information to a multiple listing service, filling out the necessary forms. 
• Deliver information and forms to a mortgage company and closing attorney or agent as 

part of the preparation for closing. 
• Make and deliver copies of any public record. 
• Get keys from a client/owner and have keys made. 
• Write and place advertising in newspaper and other forms of publication. 
• Receive and deposit funds to be held in trust for others including earnest money, 

security deposits, and rental payments. 
• Type forms. 
• Perform company bookkeeping. 
• Place signs on property. 
• Arrange for and oversee repairs. 
• Make rental collection calls to tenants. 
• Answer questions about a property as long as the answers are available in some pre-

printed form. 
• Give a key to a prospect. 

An unlicensed person May Not: 

• Prepare or discuss a listing or property management agreement with an owner. 
• Show any property. 
• Drive or accompany a prospect to a property. 
• Negotiate or discuss the terms of a sale or rental. 
• Procure or assist in procuring of prospects for the purpose of the sale, exchange, lease, 

or rental of real estate. 
• Prepare or have a prospect sign an offer to purchase or lease. 
• Present an offer to an owner. 
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Rule 790-X-3-.15. Broker Supervision 

Failure of a qualifying broker to properly supervise his/her company or those licensed under him/her 
shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 

(1) Failing to maintain an active broker’s license with the Commission and thereby compromising the 
licensing status of those licensed under the qualifying broker. 

(2) Allowing a person not licensed by the commission to engage in activities requiring a license on behalf 
of the qualifying broker or company. 

(3) Allowing a licensee to conduct licensed activity for a company under which the licensee is not 
licensed. 

(4) Allowing a person to engage in activities requiring an active real estate license while that person’s 
license is expired, inactive, pending transfer, suspended, or revoked. 

(5) Failing to take action to ensure that a licensee complies with any restrictions or conditions placed 
upon that person’s license. 

(6) Directing or instructing a licensee to take any action in violation of state, federal, or local laws or 
regulations while conducting licensed activity. 

(7) Failing to take action to prevent a new or existing licensee from violating state, federal, local or 
license law while conducting licensed activity, if the supervising broker or branch broker has actual 
knowledge or should reasonably have actual knowledge of the impending violation. 

(8) Failing to timely take action to correct or mitigate a violation of license law or regulation after 
learning of the violation. 

(9) Failing to ensure that all contracts and forms used by the licensee are reviewed for accuracy and 
compliance with applicable statutes, regulations, and office policies. 

(10) Failing to ensure that all licensees can maintain reasonable and timely communication with the 
supervising broker, branch broker, or a competent designee. 
  
(11) Failing to oversee and account for the proper handling of funds or property of others by the 
company or its licensees. 

(12) Failing to ensure that the company’s advertisements or its licensee’s advertisements conform with 
license laws and regulations. 

(13) Failing to provide an orientation for licensees newly affiliated with the company. 
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Personal Interest Disclosure Form 

(Sample form referenced in III. G. 2.) 

On occasion, a real estate licensee may become involved in a real estate transaction BOTH as a 
licensed real estate professional AND as a party – directly or indirectly – to the transaction.  The 
Alabama Real Estate Commission requires that a licensee’s personal interest in any transaction be 
disclosed.  Further, it requires the written consent of all parties to a transaction regarding certain 
personal interests.  

Licensee ___________________________________________ has a personal interest regarding the 
sale of the property located at: 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

The licensee’s personal interest is as follow: 

 the licensee is the seller/owner of this property 

 an immediate family member of the licensee is the seller of the property 

any other individual, organization or business entity in which the licensee has a personal 
interest is the seller of the property 

 the licensee is a prospective buyer of the property 

 an immediate family member of the licensee is the prospective buyer of the property 

any other individual, organization or business entity in which the licensee has a personal 
interest is a prospective buyer of the property 

 other ________________________________________________________________________  

 

Buyer and Seller consent to the undersigned licensee’s continued involvement in the subject 
transaction. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Licensee      Firm/Company 
 
___________ at ________ o’clock     am/   pm  
Date 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
Buyer/Seller 
 
___________ at ________ o’clock     am/   pm  
Date 
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Rule 790-X-1-.03. License Requirements. 
 
(1) Rental leasing and/or property management services for Alabama real estate licensees include but 
are not limited to:  
 
(a) Rent or lease real estate situated within the State of Alabama. 
  
(b) Offer to rent or lease real estate situated within the State of Alabama. 
  
(c) Negotiate, or to attempt to negotiate, the rental or leasing of real estate situated within the State of 
Alabama. 
  
(d) List or offer or attempt or agree to list real estate for rental or lease situated within the State of 
Alabama.  
 
(e) Aid, attempt, offer to aid in locating, or obtaining for rent, or lease any real estate situated within the 
State of Alabama.  
 
(f) Procure or assist in procuring the prospects for the purpose of effecting the lease, or rental of real 
estate situated within the State of Alabama. 
  
(g) Procure or assist in the procuring of properties for the purpose of effecting the lease, or rental of real 
estate situated within the State of Alabama.  
 
(h) Entering into an agreement or contracting for the collection and escrow of security deposits, and 
entering into an agreement or contracting for the collection and escrow of rental payments for 
properties situated within the State of Alabama.  
 
(i) Coordinate physical maintenance and repairs for real property under rental or lease management 
agreement with an Alabama real estate licensee, and situated within the State of Alabama, when the 
coordination of physical maintenance or repairs does not require licensure pursuant to other state 
regulatory agencies or boards, or when the real estate licensee holds the license or licenses required by 
other state regulatory agencies or boards to coordinate or perform the physical maintenance or repairs. 
 
(2)  Code of Ala. 1975, §34-27-2(b)(1), exempts owners of real property from the licensing requirements 
of Articles 1 and 2 of Chapter 27 when managing his own property or consummating a real estate 
transaction involving his own property. As used in Code of Ala. 1975, § 34-27-2(b)(1), the term "owner" 
is defined as the individual owner himself, or in the case of a corporation or partnership, a partner or 
corporate officer, who has authority to and does make management decisions affecting the overall 
policy of the corporation or partnership. 
 
(3) When engaging in a transaction in which the licensee or his or her spouse, child or parent is a 
principal party to the transaction, the licensee is governed by the provisions in Chapter 27 of Title 34, 
Code of Ala. 1975, that apply to licensees and the rules promulgated by the Alabama Real Estate 
Commission that apply to licensees only if:  
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(a) the licensee advertises, markets, or otherwise conveys that the licensee is engaging in the 
transaction through the licensee’s broker or company; or 
  
(b) the licensee seeks to or does obtain compensation for acting as a licensee in the transaction.  
This rule does not prevent a company from enacting policies and procedures for their licensees engaging 
in transactions in which their licensees or their licensees’ spouses, children, or parents are the principal 
party.  
 
(4) Code of Ala. 1975, § 34-27-30(5), requires that one who auctions, or offers or attempts or agrees to 
auction real estate must be licensed under Articles 1 and 2. Persons commonly referred to as "ground 
men" are not required to be licensed, provided their activities shall be limited to relaying crowd 
participation bids to the auctioneer. 
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Possible Required Paperwork for Sale of Property 

Buyer Side 

 

_____ RECAD form 

_____ *Buyer Broker Agreement 

_____  *Limited Consensual Dual Agency 

_____ Fully executed purchase agreement 

_____ *Lead based paint addendum 

_____ *FHA/VA amendatory clause 

_____ Receipt of earnest money or copy of check without account numbers  

_____ Estimate of closing costs to seller 

_____ Closing Disclosure (CD) or Settlement Statement 

_____ *Home warranty 

_____ MLS printout 

 

If available, copies of the following: 

_____ Termite contract and WIR (Wood Infestation Report) 

_____  Survey 

_____ Title policy 

_____ Sewer/septic inspection 

*These items may or may not be needed, dependent on contract to purchase. 

 

Qualifying brokers may have additional forms.  Those could include the following: 

_____ Personal property addendum 

_____ Repair request 

_____  Final walk-through form 

_____  Hold harmless form 
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_____  Seller’s disclosure form 

_____  Buyer’s disclosure form 

_____  Waiver of professional inspection 

_____  Waiver of a new survey 

_____  Anti-fraud disclosure (regarding instructions on wiring funds) 

_____  Business relationship disclosure (RESPA) 

 

Any additional information that may be needed. 
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Possible Required Paperwork for Sale of a Property 

Listing Side 

 

_____  RECAD form 

_____  Listing agreement  

_____  *Agency agreement with the seller (may be in the listing agreement) 

_____  All MLS documentation  

_____  *Limited Consensual Dual Agency 

_____  Fully executed purchase agreement 

_____ *Lead based paint addendum 

_____ *FHA/VA amendatory clause 

_____ Receipt of earnest money or copy of check without account numbers  

_____ Estimate of closing costs to seller 

_____ Closing Disclosure (CD) or Settlement Statement 

_____ MLS printout 

_____ *Home warranty 

 

If available, copies of the following: 

_____ Termite contract and WIR (Wood Infestation Report) 

_____  Survey 

_____ Title policy 

_____ Sewer/septic inspection 

*These items may or may not be needed, dependent on contract to purchase. 

 

Qualifying broker may have additional forms.  Those could include the following: 

_____ Personal property addendum 

_____ Repair request 
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_____ Final walk-through form 

_____  Hold harmless form 

_____  Seller’s Disclosure form 

_____  Buyer’s Disclosure form 

_____  Waiver of professional inspection 

_____  Waiver of a new survey 

_____  Anti-fraud disclosure (regarding instructions on wiring funds) 

_____  Business relationship disclosure (RESPA) 

 

Any additional information that may be needed. 
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